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Opt ions  

 

ILTIS-BOA  Batch-oriented Data Acquisition      
 

Legal requirements as well as cost requirements and quality re-
quirements demand for a complete documentation, back tracing, 
and comprehensibility from the entrance of the raw material to its 
final products. In addition, constant product quality over all 
charges is required. 

ILTIS-BOA stands for a user-friendly solution recording, merging 
and saving data acquisition independently and batch-oriented for 
each process, regarding to a partial plant, charge, or batch. 

 

ILTIS-BOA – individual and universal 
use 
Because ILTIS-BOA turns its fo-
cus on batch-oriented acquisi-
tion and archiving of data ac-
quired, ILTIS-BOA can be used 
on each plant, also on already 
existing plants. The use of ILTIS-
BOA is independent to the kind 
of process flow being realized 
conventionally with the help of 
an automation device (PLC), or 
with the help of an ILTIS recipe, 
or even by using FALKE. 

Extensive configuration possibilities at 
extremely simple operating 
Data is acquired using standard 
tools included in ILTIS-PCS, like 
trend acquisition (Long-term Da-
ta Acquisition TRD) or recording 
(Recording PRT). ILTIS-BOA allo-
cates data to the relevant batch 
and stores it batch-oriented. 

Therefore, ILTIS-BOA provides 
extensive configuration possibili-
ties to define individually batch 
name, batch start, batch end, 
and re-switching functions, as 
well. Each individual batch-
oriented acquisition can be 
started, stopped, or processed 
individually. 

All these settings are defined 
easily and comprehensively via 
mouse click. 

In addition, ILTIS-BOA offers the 
possibility acquiring and storing 
specific process values during 
the batch regarding to an event 
(trigger). 

Bringing together various batch data 
If the final products of a batch 
are further processed in individ-
ual batches, or in various suc-
cessive batches, ILTIS-BOA will 
bring together acquired data to 
a complete batch, using the so-
called copy   function. That en-
sures a throughout comprehen-
sibility of the final product. 

Evaluation and documentation 
The batch-oriented data can al-
ways be displayed and checked 
using the BOA viewer. 

 
BOA reports are generated us-
ing ILTIS report. BOA reports 
record the complete process do-
cumentation. 

 

Data safeguarding 
Batch data is safeguarded with 
the help of the backup function 
being included in ILTIS-BOA. 
Additionally it is possible, delet-
ing automatically older batch 
data to keep the hard disk sto-
rage capacity requirement un-
der control.  

 

ILTIS-BOA is integrated through-
out and completing the ILTIS 
process control system that al-
ready itself captivates with its 
own possibilities of data acqui-
sition. 

 

� Complete documentation 

� Back tracing 

� Individual use on each plant 

� Easy and user-friendly confi-
guration and application 
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